Rate Analyst is a software tool that helps accurately gauge competitive position of a rate change before implementing in the market.

Be confident in the accuracy of your rating strategies.
Rate Analyst is a software tool that integrates with LexisNexis® InsurQuote® to help carriers create fully-flexible, proposed rates and factors and accurately gauge competitive position of a rate change before implementing in the market.

- Design new rate programs in existing or new markets.
- Compare new rate programs against current rates to perform a disruption analysis on your current book.
- Compare proposed rates to each other and to competitors to measure the expected change on competitive position.
- Reduce potential for your book to be adversely selected against.
- Analyze the impact of adding or deleting variables.
- Create and analyze new territories.
- Edit base rates, discounts, and surcharges.
- Add new steps to your Rate Order of Calculation.

Advantages of Rate Analyst

- **“What if” Analysis:** Perform “what if” analyses where proposed rates and factors can be tested and analyzed in rate comparisons.
- **Ease of Use:** Allow non-technical individuals to efficiently create and analyze new territories, tables and rating variables, and integrate into your product development, pricing and competitive analysis processes.
- **Integration:** Seamlessly export proposed rates to InsurQuote to analyze disruption to your book and the impact on your competitive position.
- **Flexibility:** Intuitive and flexible enough to allow modeling complex rate algorithms with different views of new rates and factors.